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SUGGESTIONS

The Committee on Industry, Research and Energy calls on the Committee on the 
Environment, Public Health and Food Safety, as the committee responsible, to incorporate the 
following suggestions in its motion for a resolution:

1. Welcomes the Green Paper; urges the Commission to develop a clear strategy on the use 
of Market Based Instruments (MBI) to price environmental damage and correct related 
market failures, covering taxation, the EU Emission Trading Scheme (ETS) review, trade 
and technology policy;

2. Calls on the Commission, when drawing up its implementation strategy for MBIs, to 
consider and prepare a comprehensive report on the effectiveness of the environmental 
regulatory instruments currently applied by the EU with a view to ascertaining in which 
areas it would be appropriate to replace the existing legislation with MBIs;

3. Notes that MBIs will have a key role to play in meeting the EU’s target of a 20% share of 
renewable energy of overall energy consumption by 2020;

4. Stresses the need to apply better regulation principles to the use of MBIs and to avoid 
overlapping and complex instruments; supports the amendment of Council Directive
2003/96/EC of 27 October 2003 restructuring the Community framework for the taxation 
of energy products and electricity1 (“Energy Taxation Directive”) in such a way as would 
ensure that participants in the EU ETS do not pay twice for their emissions, through both 
trading and taxation; 

5. Calls for MBI revenues to be reinvested in programmes which support environmental 
goals and mitigate any impact on competitiveness and any social impact; believes that EU 
ETS auction revenues could be a key source of EU funding in the future; 

6. Notes the benefits of environmental tax reforms; calls on Members States to implement 
such reforms to alleviate, inter alia, energy poverty and support low carbon technologies, 
energy savings, energy efficiency and renewables technologies;

7. Notes that greater EU coordination on environmental taxes and the exchange of best 
practices will facilitate reform; supports in particular proposals to allow Member States to 
reduce VAT rates or offer tax credits for energy efficient products and energy saving 
materials; stresses however that Members States should decide on what is appropriate for 
their own tax systems; 

8. Calls on the Commission to examine further the scope for using border taxes to 
encourage EU trading partners to reduce emissions, and to address the impact on 
competitiveness of unilateral EU action; believes that border taxes should be a serious 
option if negotiations do not produce a comprehensive international agreement on climate 
change after 2012.

                                               
1  OJ L 283, 31.10.2003, p. 51.
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